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Synopsis
how far would you go for a cause you believe in? in master of horror eli roth’s terrifying new 
film, the Green inFerno, a group of college students take their humanitarian protest from 
new york to the Amazon jungle only to get kidnapped by the native tribe they came to save. A 
tribe that still practices the ancient tribal rite of cannibalism, with a healthy appetite for intruders.

the Green inFerno is eli roth’s return to directing for the big screen after 2007’s hoStel 
PArt ii, and tells the story of what happens when “slacktavism,” the well-meaning social media 
response to global catastrophes, turns into terror in the depths of the Amazon jungle. 

the movie begins in the protected world of an elite college campus in new york City, where 
students stage a protest, much to the dismay of the other students. A charismatic and dangerously 
hypnotic student Alejandro (Ariel levy) delivers a wild speech to a group of students, drawing 
them in with passionate rhetoric. he shocks them with stories about a tribe far away in the 
Amazon jungle that is under threat of extinction. he urges students to join him, to do something, 
to get truly involved through action, not just through reaction and a few re-tweets. Alejandro 
is hard to resist and the story he weaves is real; these tribes will disappear due to the world’s 
corporations raping the jungle of its natural resources and destroying their habitat.   

Justine (lorenza izzo), the beautiful daughter of a united nations official, leans out of her dorm 
window, watching him, seduced by his charm and fired up by his dark words. her roommate 
Kaycee (singer/songwriter Sky Ferreira) tries to pull her back, but Justine is smitten and 
committed.  She joins Alejandro’s mission, despite everyone’s pleas not to trust him. 

taking a small group of students with him to the Amazon, Alejandro is determined to change the 
world and to hell with the consequences, he is a true crusader. they fly to Peru by commercial 
plane, private plane, and take motortaxis and boats deep into the Amazon jungle, where the 
corporations tear through the jungle to reach the village. the students chain themselves so they 
cannot be moved and start to stream the action via their cellphones.  the workers respond in 
force, pulling guns immediately and threatening to kill the students. 

Suddenly, something goes wrong. Justine realizes she cannot lock her chains as she starts to 
struggle and scream while to her horror, Alejandro films her for the world to see that a united 
nations official’s daughter is in danger. She has been used. but it’s too late. they manage to 
escape via a private plane but the atmosphere is already tense, dangerous and full of mistrust. 
Justine realizes she is a pawn in a game far larger than she knew. Alejandro ignores her outrage; 
his devotion to the greater cause outweighs the individual. 

then, a terrifying crash splits open the plane and they all go down into the dense jungle.  the 
plane smashes into the ground. the students are injured, terrified. meanwhile, the native tribe 
they had come to save slowly advances to the crash site and, in a terrible twist, takes them 
hostage. 
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Synopsis
dark and primitive customs still rule the Amazon jungle: barbarism, cannibalism, and other mind, 
body and soul-destroying rituals. trapped in the village, these high-tech modern world students 
experience the ultimate in primal barbaric terror, suffering unspeakable acts of violence in an 
intense and chilling rituals reserved only for the most threatening intruders.

Welcome to the jungle. this is the Green inFerno. 

the Green inFerno was filmed entirely on location in new york City, Chile, and the Peruvian 
Amazon. the movie stars lorenza izzo (hemlock Grove, AFterShoCK), Ariel levy (Que PenA 
tu VidA, AFterShoCK), daryl Sabara (John CArter, SPy KidS), Kirby bliss blanton (SCAr, 
ProJeCt X), singer/songwriter Sky Ferreira, magda Apanowicz (the butterFly eFFeCt, 
CAPriCA), nicolas martinez (Que PenA tu VidA, AFterShoCK), Aaron burns (miS PeoreS 
AmiGoS: Promedio roJo el reGreSo), ignacia Allamand (Cordero de dioS, Que PenA 
tu VidA, AFterShoCK), ramon llao (AFterShoCK) and richard burgi (hoStel ii). roth 
produced alongside Worldview Ceo, Christopher Woodrow, Worldview Coo, molly Conners, 
and Sobras international producers miguel Asensio llamas and nicolás lopez. Worldview’s 
maria Cestone, Sarah Johnson redlich and hoyt david morgan executive produced.
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About The Production
the Green inFerno is roth’s much anticipated directorial follow up to the enormously 
successful hostel franchise, which collectively grossed over $300 million worldwide and was 
ranked as the #1 scariest film of all-time on bravo’s “even 100 Scarier movie moments.” most 
recently, roth co-wrote, produced and starred in AFterShoCK and executive produced the 
emmy-nominated netflix series hemlock Grove.

roth was already writing the original story for the Green inFerno when Kony 2012 went 
viral in the spring of 2012. An organization called invisible Children made a video to urge 
grassroots campaigners to help take down the African warlord Joseph Kony. they claimed 
the video was viewed more than 100 million times, mostly due to re-tweets and social media 
mentions. but then cracks appeared in the campaign, funds were not accounted for and founder 
Jason russell had a very public breakdown. roth was amazed. it seemed so close, in spirit, to 
the tale he was writing. 

“i wrote a story about students who want to take the shortcut and solve the world’s problems 
by streaming them and publicly embarrassing anyone they see as doing something wrong,” 
said roth.  “And then, as i was finishing the script, Kony 2012 happened which, for me, 
represented the boiling point. everyone in the world tweeting about something they learned 
from a youtube video, and almost shaming other people into re-tweeting about it, as if you’re 
uncaring about ugandan child soldiers if you don’t.  i saw it all more as a public demonstration 
for people wanting to appear like good people, and a month later the leader of their cause was 
masturbating on the street of San diego. it did absolutely nothing.  yes, it raised awareness, but 
just re-tweeting links to you tube videos isn’t actually going to stop warlords.”

roth knew he was onto something when he saw the fallout over Kony 2012.  “it comes from a 
good place,” says roth, “Wanting to help others in a corner of the world far from our own, but 
ultimately it’s more about people feeling better about themselves.”  

in the Green inFerno, a dangerously hypnotic young activist, Alejandro (Ariel levy), shames 
his fellow students for “slacktavism” early in the movie.  

“have you ever had fantasies of saving a dying tribe, of protecting them from encroaching 
civilization?” he says, staring down the room.  everyone nods yes, adding “of course.” “And 
what have you done about it?” he demands. 

Alejandro goes on in agonizing detail about the terrible plight of tribes in the Amazon, seducing 
them further into his saving-the-world mindset. Justine (lorenza izzo) listens, wanting to speak, 
but not trusting herself to do so. She knows her roommate Kaycee (Sky Ferreira) doesn’t like 
Alejandro. And her father, a united nations official, would be furious. but she listens attentively, 
desperate to hear what Alejandro has to say.
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About The Production
“in two weeks an untouched jungle in the Peruvian Amazon will be destroyed forever,” 
Alejandro tells them. “Companies want the natural gas located under the villages, so they GPS 
the location, bulldoze the homes and take the gas. Ancient tribes, seen only in rare glimpses 
from satellite images, untouched by modern man, will be gone forever.” 

Alejandro knows how to whip up a crowd. Soon, eight young activists are on a plane out of new 
york to Chile where they’ll meet a pilot, Carlos (matias lopez), who will take them deep into the 
Amazon jungle. Alejandro and his fellow students are on a mission to save the world. but it all 
descends into an intense nightmare as director eli roth takes us into a journey of unspeakable 
horror. 

the plane crashes, the students are thrown deep into the jungle’s dense undergrowth, hurt, 
bleeding, terrified. Suddenly, strangers with makeshift weapons slowly advance to the scene. 
these are the locals from the very tribe they had come to save, bearing down on the young 
scared crash victims. they capture the students and take them back to the village. the worst 
happens. the tribe still practices ancient rituals, based on real research roth and co-writer 
Guillermo Amoedo found. 

terrifying consequences transpire when crashing into the lives of others. these students just 
wanted to change the world, but when trapped inside cages with the evil that men do, is 
civilization too far away and a place they will never see again, or will they?

roth knew he wanted to shoot the Green inFerno the Peruvian Amazon as well as in Chile, 
where he filmed AFterShoCK. Shooting there is a whole different way of making movies.  “i 
love filming in Chile,” said roth. “there’s a creative renaissance going on down there, you can 
feel it.  Artists are going there, there’s life, energy, an incredible music scene and it doesn’t feel 
watered down or globalized like so many other cities.  there’s an incredible wealth of talent 
there, in front of and behind the camera.  i’d love to shoot there again.”  

roth also has great memories of Peru, and despite the natural challenges, would go back there 
in a heartbeat. “i love it.  i fell in love with the country, the people, everything.  the footage for 
the Green inFerno looks so spectacular. it’s something you couldn’t get anywhere else in 
the world.  We went farther than any cameras had ever gone before. they call the river ‘Pongo 
Aguirre’ because AGuirre, the WrAth oF God was the last film to shoot there.  We went 
further, until the last village on the river before it was nothing but river and jungle.  no electricity, 
no phones, nothing, just a village.  they not only had never seen cameras before, they had 
never seen ice cubes.  it was an incredible experience.” 

roth wrote the script for the Green inFerno during the shooting of AFterShoCK in Chile 
with that film’s co-writer Guillermo Amoedo. Financing was quickly arranged with Worldview 
entertainment, who took the script off the market before any other financiers had a chance to 
see it, with exclusive media Group taking international sales rights, preproduction began.

the Green inFerno filmed in three countries, using local crews, with new cameras from 
Canon that could withstand the heat and humidity.  roth uses social media extensively, except 
when isolation in the jungle, and the film already has a tremendous awareness. 

WHERE NO CAMERA HAs GONE BEFORE
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About The Production
roth keeps his fan base involved through regular postings on twitter and tempting glimpses 
into his creative process with photographs on instagram. on his tumblr account, roth regularly 
shares behind the scenes snippets, gives advice to budding filmmakers and also pays homage 
to his own heroes of horror.

roth and producer nicolas lopez worked with the same crew and many cast members from 
AFterShoCK. in the Green inFerno, roth took most of the cast from AFterShoCK, from 
lead lorenza izzo to Ariel levy and nicolas martinez. he also brought on the same director of 
Photography (Antonio Quercia), production designer (marichi Palacios) and composer (manuel 
riveiro). 

before filming in Chile, production on the Green inFerno started shooting on location in 
new york City at Columbia university and at well-loved nyC places like Zabar’s and Koronet 
Pizza. roth’s recognition as an actor in inGloriouS bASterdS also made it possible to get 
permission to film at Zabar’s, whose owners usually say no to shoots but happened to be big 
fans of roth.

roth studied at nyu and then worked as a production assistant in his early 20s in new york. 
“Going to Columbia felt like going to college.  Going to nyu felt like going to Film Camp. i 
would have been thrown out of Columbia after a week, but i always loved the campus and the 
way the students looked.  it was a pleasure to shoot there.”

horror is not star-dependent like other genres. As roth explains: “you don’t need major stars. 
you need good actors and good scripts and a director who understands how to shoot it, and 
edit it. the scare is the star.”

horror also has a young, insatiable audience, desperate for the next release. roth was a horror 
fanatic from a very early age and his movies are filled with reverence and reference for the genre 
and its renowned directors.  “horror movies were my passion growing up, and my favorite thing 
was being scared and watching scary, gory movies with my friends. And then i felt like, by the 
late ‘90s, they evaporated. the r-rated horror movie was gone. it was like a dead art form.”

roth often cites Sam raimi, who made eVil deAd when he was 21 on a budget of $350K, as 
a major influence on his work. like raimi, roth started shooting on Super 8 and learned his 
craft via hands on filmmaking. during the writing of the Green inFerno, he drew heavily 
on the history of the golden age of horror when A-list directors like Stanley Kubrick made the 
ShininG and it was a highly respected genre. Sadly that run ended with Stuart Gordon’s re-
AnimAtor (1985) and almost everything after that went straight to video until SCreAm came 
out in 1996. 

during the straight-to-video years, hollywood didn’t want to make big budget horror movies. 
they wanted to build franchises. “People said, ‘but if everyone dies, how do we get a sequel?” 
says roth.  

HORROR REDUX
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About The Production
With the massive success of roth’s earlier work, and seen most recently with James Wan’s the 
ConJurinG horror is back on hollywood’s radar. And with the world in crisis, its reappearance 
is timely. As Stephen King explained in his classic article, Why We Crave horror in Playboy in 
1981, horror plays a vital part in our collective psyche:  

“When we pay our four or five bucks and seat ourselves at tenth-row center in a theater showing 
movie, we are daring the nightmare. the mythic horror movie, like the sick joke, has a dirty job 
to do. it deliberately appeals to all that is worst in us. it is morbidity unchained, our most base 
instincts let free, our nastiest fantasies realized, and it all happens, fittingly enough, in the dark, 
lifting a trap door in the civilized forebrain and throwing a basket of raw meat to the hungry 
alligators swimming around in that subterranean river beneath.”

roth agreed: “i love to terrify people: As things get worse in this world, and people feel a loss 
of control over things, they need an outlet, a place they are allowed to be really scared. Where 
better than horror movies?”

roth has expanded his love of the genre into a real-life horror experience in las Vegas. At the 
end of last year, the director opened the Goretorium, the first and only year round haunted 
house in las Vegas, which takes your darkest fears and turns them into reality. the Goretorium 
leads guests through the remains of the famed delmont hotel and Casino, which became home 
to some of the most grisly murders ever to take place on the las Vegas Strip. originally owned 
by the delmont family, the walls of the hotel have witnessed over 1,000 murders. once inside 
you walk through a twisted maze of rooms and hallways that are promised to scare even the 
bravest wanderer. the further you delve into the old hotel; you begin to realize that there may 
not be a way out. 

Which is exactly what happens to the characters in the Green inFerno. When their plane 
crashes in the middle of the Amazon jungle, the further they delve into the interior, the more 
terrified they become and the more evident it is that they might well die there, even before the 
flesh-eating cannibals arrive. it is testament to roth’s power as a filmmaker that we stay hooked 
to the screen as a sensational and nightmarish scenario unfolds.  roth’s obsession with flesh-
eating goes back to his own experiences with a flesh eating bacteria, which lead to his writing 
his breakout debut hit CAbin FeVer. 

Quentin tarantino calls roth “the savior of horror” and many horror aficionados refer to him 
as the director who brought r rated violence and scares back into mainstream cinemas.  harry 
Knowles from Ain’t it Cool news cites roth’s influence by cult Japanese filmmaker takashi miike 
and also picks out the very American theme in roth’s style, calling it “Gore noir”.  Knowles 
wrote on his influential site about hoStel, “this is a great American horror film, and the arrival 
of a very dangerous filmmaker. i’ll be fascinated to see what he does next.”

the Green inFerno has been long awaited by roth’s fans and the industry at large. the 
director who brought back horror to the mainstream and then took terror to the next level with 
hoStel now reinvents the genre with an entirely new twist. there’s suspense and gore and 
hardcore horror with blood soaked chills. roth’s exploration of “slacktavisim” is a tale for our 
times and one that you won’t get out of your head. beware of the jungle and remote tribes with 
healthy appetites as you enter the Green inFerno.  
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About The Production
CAsTING

roth cast his AFterShoCK co-star lorenza izzo as the lead to play Justine,  “lorenza has that 
amazing quality of a riveting on-screen presence, incredible natural beauty, but a sweetness 
that makes her sympathetic and likeable to everyone.  She’s a girl’s girl, so girls love her and 
guys love her as well.  She has that wide eyed innocence i needed for Justine, and having put 
her through the wringer on AFterShoCK and killing her brutally as the cheerleader brooke 
bluebell in hemlock Grove, i knew she could handle it.  but she blew away all my expectations.  
her performance is superb on all levels.” 

making her big screen debut as Justine’s roommate Kaycee is singer/songwriter Sky Ferreira.  
“Sky and lorenza are close friends so the onscreen chemistry really worked,” said roth. 
“they’re very different types – Sky’s definitely a rock star while lorenza’s the more buttoned 
down reserved type, but they bring out that side in each other.” 

during production, Ferreira’s “everything is embarrassing” was named best song of the year 
by Pitchfork, the Chicago-based daily guide to independent music.  “you’d never know, she 
didn’t say anything, i found out through twitter,” remembered roth.  “She has the intensity of 
someone you’d see in a larry Clark or harmony Korine film, and it was fun to cast her against 
type.  She’s an excellent actress.” 
 
For the other American students, roth cast SPy KidS’ daryl Sabara, ProJeCt X’s Kirby bliss 
blanton, CAPriCorn 5’s magda Apanowicz and acting newcomer Aaron burns, who has 
worked all sides of the camera from directing 2nd unit to camera operating, assistant editing 
and as a visual effects expert. 

daryl Sabara, who plays lars, was new to an eli roth set and really enjoyed the “Chilewood” 
pace – faster, leaner – right from the casting process. he also appreciated being directed by 
an experienced actor, something all the cast members mentioned as well. being understood 
as an actor is crucial to getting a good performance. “Working with eli was rad,” said Sabara. 
“i know his movies as a director, and i knew him as an actor from inGlouriouS bASterdS. 
it was really great to work with a director who is also an actor. he’s so good at making the set 
really comfortable.” 

rounding out the cast were roth’s other AFterShoCK co-stars and producer nicolas lopez’s 
frequent acting collaborators, Ariel levy and nicolas martinez, as well as ignacia Allamand.  roth 
has high hopes for Ariel levy, appearing in the Green inFerno in his first english-speaking 
role. “i hope this is his cross-over film, his first in english, and makes him a big star in the uS.” 

For nicolas martinez, who plays daniel, it was his first experience being directed by roth. they 
had worked together before, but in different roles – as fellow actors: “i met eli roth two years 
ago before filming AFterShoCK, but i only knew him as an actor. As a director, he’s incredibly 
smart, insightful and really helpful getting you into character in front of the camera.”
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About The Production
FINDING THE VIllAGE AND THE TRIBE

After new york City, the cast and crew of the Green inFerno flew to shoot in the Peruvian 
port of yurimaguas, “a port with seemingly no rules” as one production crewmember said, for 
all the city exteriors and the protest sequence.  but it was all a buildup for the toughest part of 
the shoot, the village.

the first challenge of many was how to film an authentic Amazonian village that looked completely 
uncontacted by modern man.  in the early planning stages of the Green inFerno, roth 
and producer miguel Asensio went to Peru where they met motorCyCle diArieS producer 
Gustavo Sanchez, and together they scouted up and down the Amazon looking for a place that 
was logistically possible to shoot. roth wanted to go deep into the jungle, but they quickly 
learned how difficult and dangerous that was. 

While scouting on the river nicknamed the Pongo Aguirre (from the Werner herzog film AGuirre, 
the WrAth oF God, 1972), miles from anywhere, roth spotted a grass hut on the riverbank 
and was intrigued.  the guide told them it was the last village on the river before absolute jungle 
for days. they rode for hours through the dense jungle in a very small motorboat, as some areas 
are impassable in larger vessels, until they almost ran out of gas. on the way back, roth saw the 
same small grass hut and asked if they could stop. Something about the scene spoke to him – it 
looked exactly like what he had pictured for the Green inFerno. 

As they pulled up to the shore, a young girl was washing clothes in the river.  She looked over 
at them and smiled.  A few people cautiously came out of the houses, including a mother with 
about six children clustered around her.  Gustavo went up to them to talk. roth suggested 
telling them they were scouting for a movie location. Gustavo paused, looked back at roth and 
said, “these villagers have never seen a movie.” 

in fact they didn’t know what a movie was. roth was amazed and hooked on using this place. 
“that was my introduction to Callanayacu,” he said.  

Callanayacu is a remote and protected area mostly used for farming. many villagers had never 
left Callanayacu and had little contact with the outside world. occasionally a boat arrives with 
supplies but apart from that, it’s a self-sustained farming community with no electricity or running 
water. roth had found his location for the Green inFerno. 

it was all there. it was the village that roth imagined but now, they had to persuade the locals 
to be in a movie.  roth and the producers were welcomed with kindness and the children in the 
village surrounded them instantly – fascinated with these people from the outside world. roth 
brought out his Canon 5d camera, taking photographs, showing them how his iPhone worked, 
playing videos. he completely captured their imagination and trust with these artifacts from a 
civilization they knew nothing about. 

the producers knew that shooting the Green inFerno here would take a lot of care and 
planning. it was such a remote place that the logistics would be insane. And they were also 
aware that they would change the villagers’ lives forever by turning their world, even temporarily, 
into a movie set. 
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About The Production

FlOODs, BUGs AND OTHER CHAllENGEs

despite the harmony between the production team and the village, there were many natural 
challenges in the shoot. the first was getting all the makeup effects and film equipment into 
Peru.  With many strict regulations and hoops to jump through, a lot of makeup effects and 
appliances were held in customs for weeks, leading the on set makeup artists to continually 
improvise, often using pieces of fruit or meat.  

once the team was in Peru, getting to the location was a total of five hours of travel every day. 
“We’d get in the van at 5 Am, get into the motorboats at 6 and arrive at the village by 7:30 or 
7:45 to unload the equipment,” explained roth. because there was no safe way to store the 
equipment or protect it at night the production crew took everything with them, which meant 
half an hour of load in and out during the shooting day. 
Another problem was the light. the available hours were severely truncated. they also had to 
be on the river heading home before sundown because it is far too dangerous to be on the river 
at night.

they took their time working with the villagers to explain exactly what it would entail and how 
they would be responsible and responsive to their needs and to the fragile environment around 
them. And yet, how do you explain to a remote village in the middle of the Amazon jungle what 
a movie production requires? you have to show them a movie first, of course. 

Without roth present, the Peruvian team went back to the village with a generator and showed 
them the 1980 classic, the “mother of all cannibal movies,” CAnnibAl holoCAuSt.  roth 
couldn’t believe it when he found out. 

“i was shocked. imagine, this whole village – old people, children – they’ve never seen a movie, 
and the first thing they see is CAnnibAl holoCAuSt.  i thought they’d show them e.t. or 
WiZArd oF oZ.  nope.  CAnnibAl holoCAuSt.  And much to my surprise, the whole village 
thought it was a comedy.”  

After their first taste of cinema, the locals voted to allow the movie to shoot in their village. 
And in exchange, the production unit worked with the village to find out what they needed to 
improve their lives. the villagers said that the climate was always a problem, so the production 
unit built tin roofs on the 103 huts in the village to keep off the rain before they left. they also 
built a kitchen for the school and upgraded infrastructure on a lot of the other buildings. Flesh-
eating bugs are a constant trial in the jungle (as the cast and crew found out during the shoot) so 
the crew left behind the wardrobe construction uniforms so villagers could farm without being 
eaten alive.  

the villagers loved being in front of the camera.  they very quickly adapted to the style of the 
shoot, and many of them worked on the production in the art department, helping build and 
dress the sets and make props.  A surprisingly sensual element of the shoot was when the young 
village boys kept holding up lorenza izzo’s hair and blowing on her neck to keep her cool. the 
other actresses soon enjoyed the same attention. roth appreciated the gentle but hard-working 
nature of the Peruvian locals. 

“they were the best extras i’ve ever worked with,” said roth. “never complained. they just did 
the take and after smiled and laughed.”  
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About The Production
the weather in the jungle is unpredictable to say the least. one day it could be beautiful sun 
with a perfect light for filming. the next day torrential rain would burst out from dark clouds. 
the crew had to be adaptable, weaving in the natural world and its challenges into the shooting 
schedule. one day the rain just would not stop pounding the beach where they were shooting. 
roth and his dP Antonio Quercia decided to incorporate the storm into the day’s plans. it 
worked brilliantly – they got incredible footage. 

but when they returned the next day, the entire beach had been swept away in the flood. it 
was chilling. they had no idea how much danger they had been in the day before. then the 
production team learned that another flood in the Andes two days away was causing the river 
to rise. it was a harrowing day for roth and his crew. how were they going to get everyone back 
to base camp and safety?

 “i was petrified, mostly for the rest of the crew.  We knew it would be dangerous and there 
would be risks, but we were all in that boat on a rushing river filled with trees, branches and 
debris. the motorboats could only fight the current so much, and had to zig and zag, weaving 
through uprooted trees and washed away houses. We all just sat there in the boat, quietly 
gripping the metal seats, silently praying we’d make it back. the normally relaxed ride home 
with the endless view of jungle skyline was a terrifying game of real-life Frogger.”  

the day after the crew wrapped, a rockslide hit the road leading to the boats, and anyone 
caught in town was stuck there for six weeks.  luckily the crew made it out the day before.  
despite the hazards, which included staging a protest in a field full of poisonous tarantulas, 
everyone made it out safely. 

the physical effects of shooting in the jungle were intense. medical precautions were very 
important. the cast and crew had numerous shots for yellow fever and other inoculations before 
going in. After they emerged from the jungle, they all had to be checked for parasites.  

magda Apanowicz, (Samantha) recalls falling asleep from exhaustion during the shoot and 
waking up covered with tiny bites and blood everywhere and a massive gecko climbing up her 
leg. She had never experienced anything like the Amazon before. originally from Vancouver, 
Canada, she summed up working on the Green inFerno as “surreal and insane.” “i’m not 
meant for the jungle,” she said.  “but i’m proud of myself that i survived.”

the heat made working conditions challenging. Kirby bliss blanton, who plays Amy, described 
the climate as “Very sweaty, you can bite the air because it’s so humid.” Kirby was taken to 
a local hospital in the middle of the Amazon because she became very sick and allergic to 
the bites. She joked that she’ll have a permanent reminder of the movie from the scars but 
acknowledges that, “i learned a lot about myself being in the jungle.”

the Green inFerno became a rite of passage for the young cast. during the long journey 
each day, the cast and crew had to cope with the silence of the natural world. used to constant 
interruption and noise, some found the peace unnerving, but ultimately helpful in creating their 
roles. Ariel levy who plays the lead male character of Alejandro talked about the hours of daily 
travel as a respite from life. 
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“there was no 3G, no cell reception, just me and my music. i’m very hyperactive so it was hard 
at first.  then i became more and more comfortable and started to enjoy being disconnected 
from the world and get into the silence.”

lorenza izzo (Justine) said it was a visit to another world, for her,  “i didn’t know what to expect.  
i had no idea what it would be like.  it was another dimension, seriously.”

 “no one made it out unscathed,” said roth, “All the actors were cut, bruised and bitten.  they 
all signed up for an adventure, but were thrilled when we made it back to Santiago.  i remember 
when we got to the lima airport everyone ran for the Starbucks and the fast food.” 

the last day of shooting was an emotional one, with the cast and crew hugging, drinking beers 
and crying.  Just at the very last shot a massive thunderstorm burst out, and everyone stood 
there in the rain, smiling and hugging.  “the makeup wore off as the rain poured down, kind 
of a symbolic way of God saying: ‘that’s a wrap!’  i’ve never experienced a film shoot end quite 
like that,” said roth.  

it was a fitting end to an intense and challenging movie shoot and the results are all there on the 
screen. roth captured something incredibly beautiful and dangerous in the Amazon, bringing 
all of his passion for the horror genre into the twisted tale of the Green inFerno. 
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born in Chile, lorenza izzo first arrived in los Angeles in April 2012 and since then has caught the 
attention of hollywood.  She is currently shooting a lead role in the independent romantic comedy, 
SeX ed, opposite haley Joel osment and was the female lead in the nbC pilot, i Am Victor, 
opposite John Stamos and matthew lillard.  She will next be seen in theaters in the lead role in 
the eli roth-directed thriller, the Green inFerno, opposite daryl Sabara and Sky Ferreira.  She 
recently recurred on the Gaumont/netflix series hemlock Grove, opposite bill Skarsgard, Famke 
Janssen and landon liboiron and starred opposite eli roth in the thriller AFterShoCK, directed 
by nicolas lopez (Promedio roJo), which premiered at the toronto Film Festival’s midnight 
madness and was released in may 2013.  She recently relocated to los Angeles from her home 
country of Chile, where she is well known for starring in the comedy, Que PenA tu bodA (F*CK 
my WeddinG), directed by nicolas lopez.

Ariel made his film debut in 2004, while still a student, in Promedio roJo directed by nicolas 
lopez, in which he played the principal character robert rodriguez. For this role, levy had to gain 
a little weight to play a boy that’s a dreamer and something of a loser, trying to cope with school 
life.  After the film, he lost the weight and became a tV teen series romantic lead in series such 
as es Cool, mitú, Porky te Amo, Vivir con 10 and mala Conducta.  in 2007, he starred in the short 
film SuPer niÑo bully directed by nicolas lopez. 

in 2010, he won the lead role in the romantic comedy Que PenA tu VidA, also directed by 
nicolas lopez, where he played Javier Fernandez, and went on to play this role throughout the 
trilogy with Que PenA tu bodA and Que PenA tu FAmiliA.

Ariel has appeared on in primetime television series infiltradas, Soltera otra Vez and la Sexóloga 
as well as comedy web-series and tV movie el Crack, directed by nicolas lopez and Guillermo 
Amoedo. he also is an experienced actor in the theater with temporada baja, playing Patricio.

Crossing over into the english-speaking market in 2011, Ariel played a lead role in the thriller 
AFterShoCK, produced by miguel Asensio, eli roth, brian oliver and directed by nicolas 
lopez.  When he’s not acting, Ariel sings lead vocals and plays guitar in his garage rock band don 
nadie with his friends Andres larrain, Fernando Wurmann and matias Vega. 

Kirby bliss blanton is an American actress. the youngest of four children, she grew up in the 
Woodlands, texas, and started her career as a model and in commercials in nearby houston. 
After doing some month-long stints in los Angeles, she moved there permanently with her 
mother.  her first acting role was in the nickelodeon series unfabulous in 2004.  She also played 
small parts on shows such as Zoey 101 and hannah montana, and landed her first feature film role 
in 2007’s horror film SCAr. Kirby recently appeared as the female lead in todd Phillips’ ProJeCt 
X for Warner bros.,  which has grossed over $50 million domestically.  She will appear next in mark 
Polish’ indie feature hot bot in 2014.

lorenza Izzo
Justine

Ariel levy
Alejandro

Kirby Bliss Blanton
AlejandroAmy
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daryl started his movie career at the age of seven as Juni Cortez in robert rodriguez’ SPy KidS 
franchise and has appeared in all four of the blockbuster films. he then voiced the hero boy 
in robert Zemeckis’ Christmas classic the PolAr eXPreSS. daryl continued to contribute his 
talents to such films as KeePinG uP With the SteinS, her beSt moVe and rob Zombie’s 
hAlloWeen. he then had the opportunity to work opposite Academy Award winner robin 
Williams in the critically acclaimed World’S GreAteSt dAd, as his reprehensible son Kyle. 
daryl returned to team up with both robert Zemeckis in A ChriStmAS CArol, and robert 
rodriguez in mAChete. most recently daryl played young edgar rice burroughs in disney’s 
John CArter and starred in the dark independent film PhiloSoPherS. daryl can next be seen 
in the Green inFerno written and directed by eli roth. 

When not on the silver screen, daryl has been busy on television and can currently be heard 
bringing the “nanite” trouncing rex to life on Cartoon networks hit series Generator rex. he 
has had featured roles on Weeds and Wizards of Waverly Place as well as recurring voice work in 
Father of the Pride, the boondocks, batman and Scooby-doo. Some of daryl’s highlighted guest 
star appearances include roles on emmy winning shows such as Friends, house, Criminal minds 
and the Closer. he also sat on the other side of the table as a Celebrity Judge on Americas’ 
talented Kids for two seasons. 
A triple threat, daryl has also performed in both musical theater as a lead in Jason robert brown’s 
workshop of 13, and in a dramatic lead role in Catskill Sonata directed by Paul mazursky.

Sky Ferreira is the music and fashion worlds’ latest “it Girl.”  Known for her long blonde mane, 
the los Angeles native got her start on mySpace. the pop sensation was always scribbling down 
lyrics growing up and has written around 300 songs to date.  

Sky was signed to Capitol records in 2009 and is currently recording music under the label. She 
has released three ePs – As if, Ghost and everything is embarrassing to date and an album is 
scheduled for 2014. her work is considered a collection of electronic pop mixed with blondie-
esque tunes that combine lustrous melodies with spare, digitized production by hit-makers Jon 
brion and Ariel rechtshaid.  her single, “red lips” was accompanied by a visceral music video 
shot by terry richardson.  

lyrically, Ferreira follows the age-old storytellers’ adage: Write what you know. “i’m interested in 
telling stories about youth and desire,” she says. “not love though, because i haven’t experienced 
that yet.” Songs like 17 (about sneaking out and hanging out) and Shiny toy (about obsession) are 
ripe; cleverly crafted coming-of-age tales about growing up fast in the City of Angels. Ferreira is 
hoping that her music will cheer anyone who is going through a rough time. “For all the weirdoes 
like me who didn’t have friends? i want the songs to be their friends like other people’s songs 
were my friends,” she says.  her song Sex rules was featured in the CK 1 campaign. 

Sky made prominent appearances during new york and Paris Fashion Weeks sitting in the front 
row and dJ-ing after parties. She has performed at events for Givenchy, V magazine, teen Vogue, 
Calvin Klein, mario testino and AmFAr.  Sky appeared on the cover of V magazine’s youthquake 
issue (July 2012), styled by Carine roitfeld and shot by Sebastian Faena.  She has also been 
featured by notable fashion publications such as Paris Vogue, british Vogue, W, interview, VS, 
Wonderland, russh, dazed and Confused, Purple, nylon, XoXo and bullet. 

 She has been the face of tommy hilfiger denim; h&m Fashion Against AidS by Sebastian 
Kim, cK1 and cK1 Fragrance by Steven meisel and Adidas ‘All originals’. Sky has worked with 
such photographers as mario testino, inez and Vinoodh, terry richardson, hedi Slimane, mario 
Sorrenti, ellen von unwerth, matt irwin, Jason Kibbler, rankin, theo Wenner, Will davidson and 
david Armstrong.   

Sky’s favorite fashion era was the 90’s and attributes some of her style icons as Alicia Silverstein in 
ClueleSS and drew barrymore in PoiSon iVy. Full of confidence, charisma and talent, Sky has 
a bright future ahead of her in the music and fashion worlds.  

Daryl sabara
Lars

sky Ferreira
Kayce
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magda Apanowicz burst into the mainstream with a featured role in 2004’s the butterFly 
eFFeCt with Ashton Kutcher and Amy Smart.  From there, she worked in television, with a 
recurring role on Cold Squad and a guest star appearance on the l Word.   magda jumped back 
to the big screen with a featured role on James Gunn’s Slither before working with Amber 
benson on holidAy WiSheS.  her television roles continued with a supporting lead on devil’s 
diary and a guest-starring part on bionic Woman appearing opposite Katee Sackhoff.  her hard 
work was rewarded when she was cast as a series regular on renegadepress.com in a role that 
garnered her two Gemini Award nominations.  

magda found a home on television, enjoying a rise in her career as she took on more prominent 
roles including a supporting lead on the emmy Award nominated mini-series the Andromeda 
Strain and a lead role in every Second Counts. She soon returned to series television for two 
seasons as the quirky and unashamed cancer survivor, Andy Jensen, on Kyle Xy. From there, she 
delighted her sci-fi fan base by earning the coveted role of lacy rand in the highly anticipated 
battlestar Galactica spin-off, Caprica.

her television streak continued with a supporting lead role on bond of Silence, followed 
by a recurring guest star role on CW’s hellcats before returning with a trio of lead roles in 
Snowmageddon, dead Souls and the 12 disasters of Christmas. magda has also taken on 
passion-projects such as the online, geek-culture, phenomenon team unicorn, Seth Green’s 
insanely popular robot Chicken and Jane espenson’s critically acclaimed web series, husbands. 

2013 sees magda returning to the big screen, first as the tortured and manipulated Serena hilgrim 
in A reASon and then as the confident survivalist Samantha in eli roth’s the Green inFerno.

nicolas martinez (known as “Pollo”) started making short films at school with friend and fellow 
student nicolas lopez. he then made his acting debut starring in two short films PAJero (1999) 
and SuPerheroeS (1999), both directed by nicolas lopez. Pollo initially studied publicity then 
took a detour into studying acting after his success in lopez’s Promedio roJo (2004) as the 
character Condoro. 

in 2006, he performed in a big Spanish-Chilean co-production, SAntoS, also directed by lopez, 
where he played two characters: Jovito and Antropomosco. he then went on to appear on 
television, playing rolando, one of the main characters in the sitcom, transantiaguinos. 

he took his first dramatic turn in 2006, playing Javier in retorno, directed by Guillermo 
Amoedo. that same year, he got a lead role in the romantic comedy Que PenA tu VidA, 
directed by nicolas lopez. lopez’ film became such a smash success that he went on to make a 
trilogy with Que PenA tu bodA and Que PenA tu FAmiliA, martinez appearing in all three.  
in 2011, martinez participated in the tV movie and web-series el Crack, directed by nicolas 
lopez and Guillermo Amoedo. he played milton ibañez, a foreign homeless man with a talent 
for soccer. 

martinez crossed over into the english speaking market in 2012, with a lead role in the thriller 
AFterShoCK, produced by miguel Asensio, eli roth and brian oliver and directed by  
nicolas lopez. 

Magdalena Apanowicz
Samantha

Nicolas Martinez
Daniel
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ignacia made her film debut in 2005 with the film Se ArriendA directed by the Chilean writer 
Alberto Fuguet. during that time she was still studying acting in buenos Aires. After the movie 
wrapped, she moved back to Chile and started her career as a television actress.

in 2006, she landed the lead role of eloisa in tV series Vivir con 10. then she became a mainstay 
of tV channel ChV in Chile for the next five years, playing many different roles on prime time tV 
series like mala conducta, which she won the APeS award for best supporting actress in 2008, and 
mujeres de lujo, which was successful sold into international tV syndication, including into the uS 
market.  

in 2008 she made her international film debut starring in the Argentinean movie Cordero de 
dioS directed by lucía Cedrón, where she played a Chilean exiled in buenos Aires. in 2010, she 
won a leading role in the romantic comedy Que PenA tu VidA, directed by nicolas lopez, and 
played ursula brunner, a controversial crazy model, who has an affair with the leading character 
Javier Fernandez. After the success of Que PenA tu VidA, ignacia recreated her role as ursula in 
the final two parts of lopez’ trilogy - Que PenA tu bodA and Que PenA tu FAmiliA. 

in 2011, ignacia left ChV and started working independently as an actress in different prime time 
tV Series such as Cobre and el reemplazante, one of the most successful series in the history of 
tVn.

ignacia is also a skilled and experienced theatrical performer, appearing in plays such as Stories 
for a long winter by the Argentinean director Fernando rubio, and the Chilean version of Alan 
ball’s Five Women Wearing the Same dress directed by Willy Semler.

in 2012, ignacia crossed over into the english speaking market in AFterShoCK, produced by 
miguel Asensio, eli roth, brian oliver and directed by nicolas lopez. 

Currently ignacia is starring in the tV series Separados on tVn.

richard burgi was born in the suburbs of montclair, new Jersey, where his family was involved 
in Community theater. he started his career in new york with regular roles on daytime soap 
operas one liFe to liVe, Another World and AS the World turnS. After moving to los 
Angeles, he starred on the soap opera days of our lives. he later received a role on Viper after a 
string of guest appearances on television shows, including a television film debut in Chameleons 
in 1989. his first lead role was in the 1994 television series one West Waikiki.

burgi was cast as the lead in the series the Sentinel. he later received recurring roles on the 
district, 24 and Judging Amy as well as guest parts in other television series and films. in 
desperate housewives he played the character of Karl mayer and was eventually promoted to a 
regular cast member in season two. he also starred in the big screen thriller CellulAr in 2004 
as well as a remake of Fun With diCK And JAne and in her ShoeS as toni Colette’s love 
interest in 2005. in 2007, burgi was cast in the horror film hoStel: PArt ii and played the police 
officer in FridAy the 13th (2009). burgi has also guest-starred and recurred on series, harper’s 
island, law & order: Special Victims unit, hot in Cleveland, my Family uSA and one tree hill as 
brooke davis’ father.

Ignaca Allamand
Kara

Richard Burgi
Charles
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eli roth burst onto the film scene at the 2002 toronto Film Festival with his debut film, CAbin 
FeVer, which he produced, directed and co-wrote. Produced independently for a budget of $1.5 
million dollars, CAbin FeVer sparked a frenzied seven-studio bidding war, and went on to be 
lionsgate’s highest grossing film of 2003, earning $33 million at the box office worldwide, nearly 
$70 million on dVd and spawning a sequel. 

roth’s second film, hoStel, which he wrote, produced and directed, executive Produced and 
Presented by Quentin tarantino, was a massive hit worldwide, opening #1 both at the domestic 
box office and on dVd. Produced independently for a nominal budget of $4 million dollars, 
hoStel has to date earned $150 million dollars in theatrical and dVd revenue. hoStel earned 
tremendous critical praise, winning an empire magazine Award for best horror Film, named best 
American Film of 2006 by “le monde” and was ranked as the #1 scariest film of all-time on 
bravo’s “even 100 Scarier movie moments.” 

roth followed up with the sequel hoStel PArt ii. Produced for $10 million dollars, it earned 
$35 million dollars at the box office worldwide, an additional $50 million on dVd and made 
entertainment Weekly’s list of the top 20 horror films of the decade. All of roth’s films have 
been made without major stars, and his success has given him name above the title status and 
first dollar gross. roth will make his long-awaited return to the director’s chair with the Green 
inFerno, a horror thriller he has also written.

As an actor, roth appeared in AFterShoCK, an earthquake thriller directed by Chilean filmmaker 
nicolas lopez, which he also co-wrote with lopez and produced. 

roth also appeared as an actor in Quentin tarantino’s deAth ProoF segment of GrindhouSe 
and wrote and directed the popular faux trailer thanksgiving that played in between the features 
in the film as well. tarantino was so pleased with roth’s performance he cast him in a lead role as 
Sgt. donnie donowitz in his World War ii epic inGlouriouS bASterdS, co-starring alongside 
brad Pitt. roth and his cast members received the Screen Actors Guild Award for best ensemble, 
as well as a broadcast Film Critic’s Choice Award and a People’s Choice Award. he also directed 
the propaganda film-within-the-film, nAtion’S Pride.

in 2009, roth and producer eric newman teamed up to form Arcade Films, a new genre 
production company, with roth writing, directing and producing his films only for the company.

their first production, the lASt eXorCiSm, produced with Strike entertainment, was produced 
for $1.8 million dollars, sold to lionsgate, and opened at over $20 million. their second production, 
the mAn With the iron FiStS, was co-written by roth and Wu-tang Clan founder the rZA, 
with roth and Strike producing and rZA directing. the film stars russell Crowe, lucy liu, Jamie 
Chung and rZA, and opened wide on november 2, 2012. Arcade Films joined with netflix and 
Gaumont international television to adapt brian mcGreevy’s popular novel hemlock Grove into 
an original hour long television series, starring Famke Janssen, which airs exclusively on netflix. 
hemlock Grove was picked up for a second season and recently received two emmy nominations. 

roth’s upcoming projects as a producer include the horror films CloWn and the SACrAment. 
roth is keeping his next directorial project tightly under wraps. 

eli roth’s Goretorium, a year round haunted attraction in las Vegas, opened in September 2012.  
roth currently resides in los Angeles.

Eli Roth
Screenwriter, Director, Producer
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Guillermo Amoedo was born on march 2, 1983 in montevideo, uruguay. he graduated from 
the university of montevideo with an Audiovisual Communication’s degree in 2007 and then 
received a full scholarship at the university of los Andes (Chile) to participate at the master in 
Scriptwriting for Film and television.

Since then Guillermo has worked in Chile as a screenwriter and director for tV and cinema.  in 
television he co-wrote the comedy series transantiaguinos and the tV movie el Crack (which he 
also directed) among other projects. 

in 2009, he wrote and directed the independent film retorno and later he co-wrote the trilogy 
of comedies directed by nicolas lopez: Que PenA tu VidA, Que PenA tu bodA and Que 
PenA tu FAmiliA. in 2012 he also wrote AFterShoCK with lópez and eli roth. 

After co-writing the Green inFerno with eli roth, Guillermo is prepping his next movie as a 
director, the vampire thriller el eXtrAnJero. 

mr. Woodrow is Chairman and Ceo at Worldview entertainment, a leading independent motion 
picture studio that finances, produces and acquires theatrical quality feature films for worldwide 
distribution. he is responsible for guiding the strategic vision of the company, and oversees 
the global development of its brand and franchise. mr. Woodrow has played a principal role 
in securing over uSd 125 million in financing for the company, and has significant expertise in 
structuring and investing in filmed entertainment transactions.

mr. Woodrow has financed and produced numerous notable feature films including daniel 
espinosa’s crime thriller, Child 44, starring tom hardy, noomi rapace and Gary oldman; 
Alejandro González iñárritu’s comedy, birdmAn, starring michael Keaton, emma Stone, naomi 
Watts, Zach Galifianakis and edward norton; eli roth’s horror thriller, the Green inFerno; 
James Gray’s period drama, the immiGrAnt, starring marion Cotillard, Joaquin Phoenix and 
Jeremy renner; Guillaume Canet’s crime thriller, blood tieS, starring Clive owen, billy Crudup, 
marion Cotillard, mila Kunis, Zoe Saldana and James Caan; and William Friedkin’s black comedy, 
Killer Joe, starring matthew mcConaughey, emile hirsch, Juno temple, Gina Gershon, thomas 
haden Church.

 Prior to this, mr. Woodrow was managing director at Prospect Point Capital, an investment 
company focused on structured finance and venture capital opportunities in media and 
entertainment. he was previously a Vice President at Citigroup Global markets, where he 
managed over uSd 100 million in equity, debt and alternative assets for clients consisting of 
institutional investors, high-net-worth individuals and entertainment personalities. mr. Woodrow 
also worked in investment banking and portfolio management capacities at oppenheimer & Co. 
and CibC World markets.

Guillermo Amoedo
Screenwriter, Director, Producer

Christopher Woodrow
Producer
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ms. Conners is Chief operating officer at Worldview entertainment, a leading independent 
motion picture studio that finances, produces and acquires theatrical quality feature films for 
worldwide distribution. She is responsible for the operations of the company, and oversees 
business development and strategic initiatives, in addition to playing a role in all major production 
decisions. 

ms. Conners has produced or executive produced numerous notable feature films including 
daniel espinosa’s crime thriller, Child 44, starring tom hardy, noomi rapace and Gary oldman; 
Alejandro González iñárritu’s comedy, birdmAn, starring michael Keaton, emma Stone, naomi 
Watts, Zach Galifianakis and edward norton; eli roth’s horror thriller, the Green inFerno; 
James Gray’s period drama, the immiGrAnt, starring marion Cotillard, Joaquin Phoenix and 
Jeremy renner; Guillaume Canet’s crime thriller, blood tieS, starring Clive owen, billy Crudup, 
marion Cotillard, mila Kunis, Zoe Saldana and James Caan; and William Friedkin’s black comedy, 
Killer Joe, starring matthew mcConaughey, emile hirsch, Juno temple, Gina Gershon, thomas 
haden Church.

Prior to this, ms. Conners was appointed by new york Governor George Pataki as legislative 
liaison to the department of environmental Conservation. She also worked in procurement and 
legislative lobbying for diverse sectors including financial services and media. ms. Conners holds 
a b.A. in Psychology from the George Washington university and is a member of the Producers 
Guild of America and the british Academy of Film and television Arts.

At 12 years old lópez started writing for Chile’s most prestigious newspaper (el mercurio). With 
his column ‘memories of a Penguin,’ he gained devoted followers and ultimately an expulsion 
from school for poking fun at the Chilean education system.  in 1998, he founded the site Sobras.
com, which commented on films, television, video games and comic books. Sobras grew and 
became lópez’s production company, Sobras international Pictures. through Sobras he started 
directing music videos (nominated, mtV Video music Awards, 2002) and screenwriting (mtV 
latin Awards, 2003).  he also created the comedy show ‘Piloto mtV’ (mtV latin America) which 
he wrote, directed and starred in.  in 2004, lópez wrote and directed his first feature film, 
Promedio roJo, a dark teen comedy that Quentin tarantino called, “the funniest movie of 
the year.” Promedio roJo was a box-office smash. it was selected by film festivals across the 
world including mar del Plata iFF (Argentina), tokyo iFF (Japan), Sitges iFF (Spain), the SXSW and 
los Angeles Film Festival (uS). 

lópez’s second feature, the sci-fi romantic comedy SAntoS (2008) was co-produced by 
troublemaker Studios (Sin City) and telecinco Cinema (PAn’S lAbyrinth) with a $6 million 
budget. SAntoS won the Special Jury Prize at Fantastic Fest.  After SAntoS, lópez wrote and 
directed the highest grossing Chilean film of 2010, Que PenA tu VidA, the romantic comedy 
inspired a successful trilogy: Que PenA tu bodA (2011), and Que PenA tu FAmiliA (2012).  
AFterShoCK (2012) is lópez’s first english language film, produced by his company Sobras by 
miguel Asensio, eli roth and brian oliver. the movie will make its debut at this year’s toronto 
international Film Festival. 

lópez has a large internet fan base in with more than 50,000 followers on twitter. 

Molly Conners
Producer

Nicolas lopez
Producer
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About The Filmmakers

A certified biologist from oviedo university in Spain, Asensio realized he could not dedicate his 
life to science and started studying film at the escuela de imagen y Sonido (School for image and 
Sound) in la Coruna, Spain. he capped his studies with a masters in the history and Aesthetics 
of Cinema from the universidad de Valladolid in Spain.  Asensio began co-producing films in 
latin America and in 2006, settled down in Chile to found Sobras S.A. with nicolás lópez. he 
produced their first feature film, the dark teen comedy and box office sensation Promedio 
roJo. it was selected by film festivals across the world including mar del Plata iFF (Argentina), 
tokyo iFF (Japan), Sitges iFF (Spain), the SXSW and los Angeles Film Festival (uS).  miguel went 
on to produce the sci-fi romantic comedy SAntoS (2008), which won the Special Jury Prize at 
Fantastic Fest and served as producer on the successful romantic comedy trilogy: Que PenA tu 
VidA (2010), Que PenA tu bodA, (2011), and Que PenA tu FAmiliA (2012).  breaking into 
the u.S. market, Asensio produced AFterShoCK (2012) along with eli roth and brian oliver. the 
film debuted at the toronto international Film Festival. 

having gained a reputation for taking on micro budget films and churning out a high quality 
production look, Asensio plans to keep using this model as he expands Sobras’ reach 
internationally. 

Miguel Asensio llamas
Producer
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Credits
tHe green inFerno

Worldview entertainment and exclusive media Present

A dragonfly / Sobras Production

directed by: 
eli roth - @eliroth

written by: 
eli roth & Guillermo Amoedo from a story by eli roth

produced by: 
Christopher Woodrow
molly Conners
miguel Asensio
nicolas lopez - @nicolaslopez
eli roth - @eliroth

executive producers:
maria Cestone
Sarah Johnson redlich
hoyt david morgan

co-producers: 
Amanda bowers
Gustavo Sanchez
mike romero

production design: 
marichi Palacios

costume design:
elisa hormazabal

makeup & Hair:
Felipe Figueroa 

music: 
manuel riveiro

edited by: ernesto diaz

special makeup eFFects: 
Gregory nicotero & howard berger 

director oF pHotograpHy: 
Antonio Quercia
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Cast
Justine - lorenza izzo - @lorenzaizzo 

Alejandro - ariel levy  - @Ariel_levy

Jonah - aarons burns  - @Aaronburns

Amy - kirby bliss blanton  - @Kirbybblanton

Samantha - magdalena apanowicz  - @magdaeh

Kara -ignacia allamand  - @ignacia_Actriz

lars - daryl sabara  - @darylSabara

daniel - nicolas martinez  - @_el_Pollo

Kayce - sky Ferreira - @SkyFerreira

Scott - eusebio arenas 

Charlers - ricHard burgi

Carlos - matias lopez  - @elmatiaslopez

the bald headhunter - ramon llao

the elder - antonieta pari 

dean - joHn mark allan

teacher - sally rose

detective - paul norris

Activist 1 - mary dunwortH

Activist 2 - cody pittman 

Activist 3 - carola cHacón 

Activist 4 - eric kleinsteuber 

Pilot - marco Frias 

Copilot - bruno pakomio 

elder Assistant 1 - euFemia teao 

elder Assistant 2 - maria tepiHe 

Stunt Scene 33(matias lopez double) - Franscisco castro  

Stunt Scene 33 - salvador allende 


